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It’s been a different week in Nursery and Reception
this week, with lots of children absent from school
and preparation for our Mother’s Day events. In Early Years, we have set the classrooms up with a great
deal of open ended learning, where we can spend time
with the children, seeing their progress and developing their
next steps in learning. This has enabled us to carefully deliver
play based learning according to the children’s needs and continue this next week.
Thank you to all of the Nursery families who came yesterday to
our Nursery stay and play session. Thanks to Miss Page for organising this and making it such a huge success! It was lovely to
have so many families back in school after such a period of absence.
Thank you also to all of the Reception families that came to our Mother’s
Day Assembly. There will be another assembly next Friday for those who
could not attend. Photographs to come after the performances!
Adult led and Child-initiated learning
In Nursery and Reception, we always
have a balance of both and both are incredibly important. To the left, you can
see child led learning this week, with 2
children leading their learning with a
rocket theme! This always has the highest engagement, with adults supporting
next steps and enhancing the learning
outcomes.
Some sessions are adult directed, where
a skill needs to be taught that the children all need to learn, such as phonics, PE
handwriting and Mathematics. Some subjects are both child-initiated and adult
Look out for the as- led as you will often see on Tapestry.
tronaut inside the
top of the rocket;
it’s fantastic!

Frozen Flowers
There was huge excitement in Nursery and Reception this week as flowers appeared, frozen
in ice! The awe and wonder in the room was evident for all to see. Children made predictions
about what might make the ice melt and how to
release the flowers.
There were beaning smiles as the flowers became free!

Marvellous Maths in Early Years
This week, we have been awash with the
mathematical learning that has taken place in
Nursery and Reception. Maths learning has
been absolutely everywhere, with children
learning many different skills, from reliablecounting to subitising to addition and subtraction. And even using tens frames and
the part, part whole model. Brilliant!

Reminders
Next Week’s Learning
Next week, we will be learning all about Spring
and Easter, with lots of exciting and engaging learning
planned in both Nursery and
Reception. This is a wonderful
season and we are sure the
children will enjoy learning all
about it.
Look at our wonderful display created from the artwork children created in
Reception. Everyone who
has walked passed has
commented on it’s splendor!

Reception Mother’s Day Assembly
With many children having missed school this
week due to illness, we have decided to have a
second assembly on Friday 1st April (not an April
fool’s joke!) for parents who were unable to attend our 25th March assembly. Please speak to a
member of the Reception team if you intend on
doing this.

